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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome! I will answer your questions at the end of the presentation. The slides are posted on L2. The slides with notes will be posted on L2 after this presentation.

mailto:pthomas@illinoisheartland.org


Agenda

• Definition

• Preferred Source of Title

• Human-made vs. naturally occurring objects

• Red Cross 1918 Roll of Honor Quilt

• Centennial celebration medal Dixon, Illinois, 
1830-1930

• Abraham Lincoln button and coin

• Eller and Willey Block Company Christmas 
Ornament

• Dixon "the Petunia City” ceramic tile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will be showing you images and bibliographic & MARC records of items that the Cataloging Maintenance Center (CMC) has cataloged.



Definition

• Realia: “All naturally occurring objects and any other three-dimensional item 
made or modified by humans that does not fit into any of the other 
categories. Use for machines, stitchery, clothing, rubber stamps, templates, 
pattern stencils, alphabets for lettering, shapes for flowcharts, jewelry, 
pottery, musical instruments, fabrics, tools, utensils, sea shells, rocks, 
holograms, and furniture”—OCLC Bibliographic Formats and Standards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The examples in this presentation are a quilt, medal, coin & button set, Christmas ornament, and ceramic tile.



Preferred Source of Title
• RDA requires that a preferred source of information be chosen. For objects, 

the preferred source of information may come from any number of locations. 

• Best Practice Recommendation: Always make a note on the source of title. 

• Best Practice Recommendation: Always indicate when information that 
comes from outside the resource itself for transcription elements other than 
the title proper. This may be done through notes or square brackets. 

• Best Practice Recommendation: With an eye towards future cataloging 
systems and standards, we encourage using the MARC 588 field to record 
notes on sources of information since it is a more specific and structured field. 
However, we recognize that not all catalogs may be configured to support 
display of the 588. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RDA (the new Toolkit) requires that a preferred source of information be chosen. For objects, the preferred source of information may come from any number of locations. If creating a comprehensive description for multi-part objects, look for a source that describes the manifestation as a whole, such as the container. If none of these sources has a title, look for another source within the resource, giving preference to a source in which the information is formally presented. If that is not available, use one of the following in this order of preference: ● It is common for multi-part objects to have unnumbered parts, in which case prefer a source of information identifying the earliest date of issue. Accompanying guides are often the likeliest source for this information. ● If one source has a title identifying a main or predominant aspect of the manifestation, use that. ● If no source of information identifies the manifestation as a whole and it has no predominant aspect, you may treat the sources identifying the individual parts as a collective source of information for the manifestation as a whole. When a resource is issued as a single item and is described comprehensively, choose a source of information that identifies the resource as a whole. In some cases, the information needed to identify the resource does not appear on any source in the resource itself. Information is then taken from one of the following sources (in order of preference): ● accompanying material (if using a comprehensive description) ● other published descriptions of the resource ● A container that is not issued with the resource itself (e.g., a box or case made by the owner) ● any other available source (e.g., a reference source)—OLAC’s Best Practices for Cataloging Objects Using RDA and MARC 21, https://www.olacinc.org/sites/default/files/OLAC_Objects_BestPractices_22Jan2020.pdf.



Distinction that keeps cropping up

Human-made

Has a producer, publisher, etc.

Has a date 

Naturally-occurring

No producer or publisher

No date determinable, other than date collected

Scott M. Dutkiewicz, OLAC, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From: Fun and Games: Cataloging 3D Objects by Scott M. Dutkiewicz, OLAC, 2017. The differences between human-made objects, which have a producer, publisher, etc., and a date while naturally-occurring objects do not have a producer or publisher and there is no date determinable.



Red Cross 
1918 Roll of 
Honor Quilt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Red Cross 1918 Roll of Honor Quilt is owned by the Groff Memorial Library, located in Grayville, IL. OCLC #1237655612. This is the online catalog view. 



Red Cross 1918 Roll of Honor Quilt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 100 names directly around the cross are the veterans. The large number of names around the edges are the donors. 



Red Cross Quilt,
Fixed-Field Elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at a few of the fixed-field elements. Type (Type of Record) is coded as r, “Three-dimensional artifact or naturally occurring object. Three-dimensional artifact or naturally occurring object of any type including clothing, dioramas, exhibits, games, machines, models, puzzles, sculptures, simulations, and stitchery, three-dimensional art works, and toys. Also use code r for microscope specimens (or representations of them) and other specimens mounted for viewing. Use code e or f for globes as well as models and puzzles consisting of cartographic images. Use code k for two-dimensional nonprojected media.”—From OCLC’s Bibliographic Formats & Standards, Type (oclc.org). BLvl (Bibliographic Level) is coded as m, “Monograph/Item. A monograph is a nonserial item that is either complete in one part or complete or intended to be completed in a finite number of separate parts. Examples include a multi-volume monograph or a sound recording with multiple tracks.”—From BF&S, BLvl (oclc.org). I know this might seem a little strange, but think of this in a broader scope, where this quilt is a stand-alone item.Ctrl (Type of Control), is coded a for archival, “Archival. The material is described according to archival descriptive rules, focusing on the contextual relationships between items and on their provenance rather than on bibliographic detail. The specific set of rules for description may be found in field 040 subfield ǂe. All forms of material can be controlled archivally,” Ctrl (oclc.org).TMat (Type of Visual Material) for Three-dimensional artifacts or naturally occurring objects is coded r for realia. You have to make a decision on what type of material you have, and then find the appropriate code. For more information, go to OCLC’s BF&S, TMat (oclc.org). Tech (Technique) is coded n for not applicable. For more information, go to OCLC’s BF&S, Tech (oclc.org).Time (Running Time) is coded nnn, not applicable. Per OCLC’s BF&S, “Use nnn for materials other than motion pictures and videorecordings,” Time (oclc.org).Ctry (Country of Publication, etc.) is coded ilu, Illinois. 



Red Cross 
Quilt, MARC 
Fields, 007-
340

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide has a lot of information. I’m not going to discuss each field, but some of the fields that are notable. The 040 field is not shown in its entirety for display purposes only.Both 007 (Physical Description Fixed Field) fields are coded for Unspecified, so subfield a is coded z for unspecified and subfield b is coded z for other. In the second 007 field, subfield a is coded z for unspecified and subfield b is coded u for unspecified. For more information about the 007 field, check out the BF&S page, 007 Unspecified (oclc.org).The 043 field (Geographic Area Code) is coded for Illinois, 043 Geographic Area Code (oclc.org).The 264 field (Production, Publication, Distribution, Manufacture, and Copyright Notice) has a second indicator of 0 (Production). We know that this quilt was created in 1918, which is why the date is 1918. When cataloging objects, some of the MARC subfields can be omitted. Only the date is core for non-published items. See OLAC’s Best Practices for Cataloging Objects Using RDA and MARC, https://www.olacinc.org/sites/default/files/OLAC_Objects_BestPractices_22Jan2020.pdf, for further guidance and examples. The 300 field (Physical Description) records muslin and color in subfield b, other physical details, and the dimensions are given in subfield c (dimensions).The 336 field (Content Type) is coded for a three-dimensional form. There are multiple 337 (Media Type) and 338 (Carrier Type) fields for the quilt and the fact that it is an object.The 340 field (Physical Medium), $b is for dimensions, $c is for material applied to surface and is repeatable (notice that there are two subfield c’s—one for ink and one for thread); ink is a term found in the RDA materials list, so the thesaurus used, rdamat, is added; thread is not in the list of materials, so it does not have a subfield 2; and $e is for support, which is muslin in this case. When a term is used without a subfield 2, then a period is placed after the word (look at thread and muslin above; this is not a recommendation of OCLC BF&S, but a recommendation in MARC Report). For more information about the 340 fields, check out the BF&S page, 340 Physical Medium (oclc.org).



Red Cross 
Quilt, 
MARC 
Fields, 
5XX-700

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 588 field (Source of Description Note) is now used to inform where the cataloger found the title. According to OLAC’s Best Practices for Cataloging Objects Using RDA and MARC, “Only the note on source of title is required.”The 500 (General Note) field, “June 1918” tells us that the quilt was created in June 1918.From the other 5XX fields, we find out that the quilt was hand-lettered by W. D. Tinkham of Lacon, IL, and the color used was red, fast color ink. We also learn that the quilt was auctioned off and the proceeds were given to the local Red Cross Society. The 520 field (Summary, etc.) note gives us even more information about the quilt—that it honors the soldiers of Grayville, IL, and is made of unbleached muslin with a diamond pattern and narrow red binding. We also discover that the Red Cross emblem, quilt title, and the date were hand appliqued. The final sentence of the 520 field informs us that the 960 local citizens names’ contributed funds for placement on the quilt.The 541 field (Immediate Source of Acquisition Note) is repeatable. The first 541 informs us that the quilt was a gift from Martha “Marty” Jordan and the second 541 notifies us that the quilt was purchased at the Mildred Green estate auction. Again, the ending period is not guidance from OCLC’s BF&S but suggested by MARC Report.700 fields (Added Entry—Personal Name) were created for the letterer, and the donor/contributor.Notice that Grayville Ladies (Grayville, Ill.) has been added as the creator of this quilt (710 2_: Main Entry, Corporate Name, name in direct order), 710 Added Entry--Corporate Name (oclc.org).



Centennial 
celebration 
Dixon, 
Illinois, 
1830-1930

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The centennial celebration Dixon, Illinois, 1830-1930 is a 3 cm medal with an image of Abraham Lincoln, which commemorated the centennial anniversary of Dixon, Illinois (1830-1930) and the dedication of the Dixon Municipal Airport in 1930. Since Lincoln was not alive in 1930, he was definitely not present at the commemoration. OCLC #1230257309. Not all of the MARC fields display in Dixon Public Library’s online catalog view.



Centennial 
Celebration, 
Dixon, Medal, 
Front view

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the front of the medal.



Centennial 
Celebration, 
Dixon Medal, 
Back View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the back of the medal.



Centennial celebration Dixon, 
Illinois, 1830-1930

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the fixed-field elements for Centennial celebration Dixon, Illinois, 1830-1930, owned by the Dixon Public Library.TMat (Type of Visual Material) for Three-dimensional artifacts or naturally occurring objects is coded r for realia. Again, you have to make a decision on what type of material you have, and then find the appropriate code. For more information, go to OCLC’s BF&S, TMat (oclc.org). Tech (Technique) is coded n for not applicable. For more information, go to OCLC’s BF&S, Tech (oclc.org).Time (Running Time) is coded nnn, not applicable. Per OCLC’s BF&S, “Use nnn for materials other than motion pictures and videorecordings,” Time (oclc.org).Ctry (Country of Publication, etc.) is coded xxu, United States. 



Centennial 
Celebration, 
MARC 
Fields, 007-
338

Presenter
Presentation Notes
007 (Physical Description Fixed Field) is coded for Unspecified, so subfield a is z for unspecified and subfield b is coded as u for unspecified. The 246 1_ (Varying Form of Title; Note, added entry) informs us that the title on the back of the medal ($i) is Dedication of municipal airport, Dixon, Illinois, 1930, which is recorded in subfield a, the title proper/short title. The 264 field (Production, Publication, Distribution, Manufacture, and Copyright Notice), has a second indicator 0, which is for the production date. Notice that subfield c is bracketed; even though the date of 1930 is found on the source (the medal), it is uncertain when the medal was produced.The 300 field (Physical Description) informs us that this is a medal and that it’s in a display box. There are two 337 fields, one for the medal and one for the display box.There are multiple 33X fields for the medal and the display box.



Centennial Celebration, MARC Fields, 
340-655

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 340 fields (Physical Medium) are used to record the dimensions (subfield b) and the material applied to surface (subfield c), which is metal.The 588 field (Source of Description Note) informs us that the title was found on the front of the medal.Here is where we find out more about the medal from the first 500 field—that it’s a medal and the dimensions are 3 cm; there is an image of Abraham Lincoln as a soldier on one side, and an image of an airplane on the other side. We also learn that the medal is affixed to a pin and a red, white, and blue ribbon. The 520 field (Summary, etc.) informs us that this medal commemorates the centennial anniversary of Dixon, Illinois and the dedication of the Dixon Municipal Airport in 1930. The 545 field (Biographical or Historical Data) gives even more information about Lincoln serving in the Illinois militia during the Black Hawk War.



Lincoln 
Button and 
Coin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CMC was asked to catalog the Lincoln button and coin for Dixon Public Library. If you look at the notes section above, you will find that this collection consists of one metal button of Abraham Lincoln and one large copper penny, a replica, with Abraham Lincoln, which was produced in 1965. OCLC #1240362907. This is the Dixon Public Library online catalog view.



Lincoln 
Button and 
Coin, Front 
View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the front view of the button and the coin.



Lincoln 
Button and 
Coin, Back 
View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the back view of the button and the coin.



Lincoln Button and Coin, 
Fixed-Field Elements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DtSt (Type of Date/Publication Status) is coded m for multiple dates: “Use Date 1 for the initial year, Date 2 for the terminal year of a multipart item,” DtSt (oclc.org).Ctrl (Type of Control), is coded a for archival, “Archival. The material is described according to archival descriptive rules, focusing on the contextual relationships between items and on their provenance rather than on bibliographic detail. The specific set of rules for description may be found in field 040 subfield ǂe. All forms of material can be controlled archivally,” Ctrl (oclc.org).



Lincoln 
Button and 
Coin, MARC 
Fields, 007-
588

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not going to go over each of the codes for the 007 fields (Physical Description Fixed Field), since we covered these exact codes in a previous slide.Again, the 264 field has bracketed information. In $c, the final date is not bracketed, since that date appears on the coin replica.The 337 fields (Media Type) are for the coin and the button as are the 388 fields (Carrier Type). The 340 fields (Physical Medium) are coded for dimensions (subfield b: 2-4 cm), material applied to surface (subfield c: metal), and notice that button is in subfield 3 (materials specified), while lacquer is in subfield e (support).The 588 field (Source of Description Note) informs us that the cataloger devised the title. Notice that for realia, titles devised by catalogers are no longer bracketed in the 245 field (Title Statement), which is an OLAC best practice.



Lincoln 
Button and 
Coin, MARC 
Fields, 500-
655

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We learn more about the button and coin from the 500 note. 



Eller and Willey Block Company 
Christmas Ornament

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the view from WorldCat. OCLC #1220950949. The Eller and Willey Block Company Christmas Ornament is owned by the Dixon Public Library.



Eller and Willey 
Block Company 
Christmas 
Ornament, Red 
Panel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the red panel of a paper Christmas ornament that folds into a hanging ornament. 



Eller and Willey 
Block Company 
Christmas 
Ornament, Blue 
Panel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the blue panel of a paper Christmas ornament that folds into a hanging ornament.



Christmas Ornament, Fixed-Field 
Elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time (Running Time) is coded nnn for not applicable, which is used for materials other than motion pictures and recordings.DtSt (Type of Date/Publication Status) is coded as q, questionable date, DtSt (oclc.org). The cataloger determined that this ornament was created between 1950 and 1960.



Christmas 
Tree 
Ornament, 
MARC Fields, 
007-588

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are multiple 007 fields (Physical Description Fixed Field) for the ornament and the ribbon. There are multiple 337 fields (Media Type) and 338 fields (Carrier Type) reflecting the various media and carrier types for this ornament.The 300 field (Physical Description) gives us a little information about the ornament—that it is one specimen, made of paper, and the dimensions (folded and unfolded).The 588 field (Source of Description Note) informs us that the title was devised by the cataloger.



Christmas Tree Ornament,
MARC Fields, 500-651

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the 500 field (General Note), we find out that Sincerest seasons’ greetings appears on one panel and Eller & Willey Block Co., Dixon, Illinois appears on the other panel.The 520 field (Summary, etc.) gives us even more information about the ornament—that it is a Christmas ornament which can be folded into a hanging ornament by a yellow ribbon.



Dixon, The Petunia City: Illinois, Land 
of Lincoln

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dixon, “the Petunia City” : Illinois “Land of Lincoln” is owned by the Dixon Public Library. OCLC #1138883585. This is the view from WorldCat.



Dixon, 
Petunia City, 
Ceramic Tile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dixon, the Petunia City, is a ceramic tile with a log cabin, a statue of Lincoln, the soldier, from 1832, a sculpture of Lincoln as a boy, and a statue of Black Hawk, chief of the Sauks. 



Dixon, 
Petunia City 
Ceramic 
Tile History

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This note is on the back of the ceramic tile and gives a history of the Nachusa Hotel, memorial arches, petunia plantings, and the Peoria Avenue Bridge.



Dixon, the Petunia City, Fixed-Field 
Elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lang (Language Code) is coded as zxx, no linguistic content, MARC Code List for Languages: Code Sequence (Library of Congress) (loc.gov).Ctry (Country of Publication) is coded xx, no place, unknown, or undetermined, MARC Code List for Countries: Code Sequence (Library of Congress) (loc.gov).�There are no other unique codes in the fixed-field elements that we haven’t covered in other slides.



Dixon the 
Petunia 
City, MARC 
Fields, 007-
338

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two 007 fields (Physical Description Fixed Field) for the tile and for the cork hanger. There are two 264 fields (Production, Publication, Distribution, Manufacture, and Copyright Notice). The first 264 is for the publication information and the second 264 field is for the manufacture information.There are two 337 fields (Media Type) and two 338 fields (Carrier Type) for the tile and the cork hanger.



Dixon the Petunia City, 
MARC Fields, 340-520

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are multiple 340 fields (Physical Medium) for the materials ($a and $c), dimensions ($b), recording technique ($d), support ($e), and color content ($g). For more information, 340 Physical Medium (oclc.org).The 380 field (Form of Work), is a genre form term, Pottery, 380 Form of Work (oclc.org).From the 588 field (Source of Description Note), we learn that the title is from the ceramic tile.The 500 field (General Note) informs us that the ceramic tile was not manufactured before 1951.The 520 field (Summary, etc.) describes the ceramic tile itself.



Dixon the Petunia City, 
MARC Fields, 600-655

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 6XX fields. Notice the 655 _7 $a Pottery. $2 lcgft, which matches the 380 field from the previous slide.



Resources

• Dutkiewicz, Scott M. (2017, OLAC). Fun and Games: 
Cataloging 3D Objects

• Janecki, Jessica, Robert Freeborn, and Julie Moore 
(2020). Kits, 3-D Materials, and Board Games

• MARC 21 Code List for Countries, MARC Code List 
for Countries (Library of Congress) (loc.gov)

• Moore, Julie Renee (2020). Cataloging Cool Objects 
in These Uncertain Times Using RDA and MARC 21

• OCLC's Bibliographic Formats & Standards 
(BF&S), https://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en.html

• OLAC (2020). Best Practices for Cataloging Objects 
Using RDA and MARC 
21, https://www.olacinc.org/sites/default/files/OLA
C_Objects_BestPractices_22Jan2020.pdf

• Yale University Library. RDA Cataloging of Two- and 
Three-Dimensional Non-Projectable 
Graphics, https://web.library.yale.edu/book/export/
html/1284

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the resources I used for this presentation.

https://training.illinoisheartland.org/mod/url/view.php?id=754
https://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/cou_home.html
https://training.illinoisheartland.org/mod/url/view.php?id=751
https://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en.html
https://www.olacinc.org/sites/default/files/OLAC_Objects_BestPractices_22Jan2020.pdf
https://web.library.yale.edu/book/export/html/1284


Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you have any questions? Please post them in chat or unmute yourself and ask your question verbally.



ON THE CALL TODAY
Questions? Contact the CMC: 

cmc@illinoisheartland.org

Cheri Schuler-Faust
CMC cataloger

Ian Anderson
CMC cataloger

Dr. Pamela Thomas
Bibliographic Grant 
Manager

Heidi Margold
Metadata 
cataloger

Mary Cornell
CMC Cataloger

Eric McKinney
CMC Cataloger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the call today are Cheri Schuler-Faust, Heidi Margold, Ian Anderson, Mary Cornell, Eric McKinney, and Dr. Pamela Thomas.

mailto:cmc@illinoisheartland.org
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